T. J. Cohen

Some informal thoughts on FROG establishing baselines as I see them from Washington:

Pro codeword:

1. The system is a new collection system -- that is, it represents a most significant enhancement of the U.S. collection capability.

2. There is, in my mind at least, a question as to whether or not the "TACIT UNDERSTANDING" will hold up under the continuous operation of FROG. In the past the Soviets have known that they have 7 - 60 days without photo surveillance--

Will they passively accept this new capability? I grant that once on orbit they may be able to quickly isolate the mission, and a new codeword may or may not be effective in precluding early compromise or disclosure.

3. There are significant technical differences in

CON codeword:

1. It is a logical extension of the GAMBIT system.

In the past we have not normally changed the controls for system growth.

2. Most of the players in the new system are the same ones involved in GAMBIT.

3. There is a potential nightmare in the administration of determining where GAMBIT stops and FROGS starts in order to preclude joint caveating of documents, and requiring personnel to have both codewords thus nullifying the compartmentation.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS:

1. Would a codeword for FROG include EO1? Will EO1 be a separate codeword? We don't want to be in a position where we are confronted with two codewords for EO1.

2. Will we go to great lengths to compartmentalize?
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The BYE system and then make a TK announcement? In this case the BYE effort would be relatively worthless.

3. Can you effectively limit access within the contractor community without a new codeword?

4. Within government the only effective control is a new codeword; neither DIA nor CIA can handle study numbers effectively. There will be tremendous widespread interest in the system within government and the short development time will require that legitimate requests be answered without delay. It is also physically impossible for us to personally handle this task -- we must look to DIA and CIA to do this and the rules must be simple.

We are really looking at the problem from two vantage points -- yours, to build, fly, and operate; mine, to provide that eternal, infallible wisdom from on high for those interests known as the "Big Picture".
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